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Task 1- revise the keywords below. Write them out and test yourself.
Challenge- research the dance definitions of the challenge words
Dance Skills Keywords and Definitions

The 5 Basic action-

Jump- the action of rising into the air using the muscles in the legs and feet
Turn- move around an axis or to rotate.
Gesture- the movements we make with our hands to symbolise emotions and
activities
Travel- moving from one place to another.
Stillness/balance- when the body is not moving; it is help in a still position.
Formations- where you stand on stage/the shape or position you make on stage
Levels- moving at different heights (high, middle, low)
Dynamics- how the body is moving and relates to the speed, energy and flow of
movement (for example fast, slow, smooth, jagged)
Space- where the body is moving, pathway of the body and direction you face.
Motif- Short phrase or move that is often repeated to help tell a story
Challenge Dance Keywords

Unison
Fluent

Canon

formation

Stamina

Facial Expressions

Posture

Control
Solo

Precise

Timing

Isolation

Duet

Trio

Keywords test

Task 2= Watch the video and write two strengths (star) and one
improvement (wish) in full sentences and explain why.
Challenge= You must include two skills for each and explain why.
Video link= https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDlQe1a04ZI
Name=Matilda revolting children
❑ Name:
Date:
Dance video name:_____________________________________________

Sentence starters:
1) My partner has used the skill……..to show a confident
performance
2) My partner has performed with energy because they……
3) My partner has shown the skill……to make their
performance interesting
4) My partner needs to work on using the skill……to ensure
their performance is strong
5) My partner needs to show…….to make their performance
stand out
Skills- 5 basic actions, in time with the music, dynamics, use of
space, change of direction, use of formation, use of facial
expressions, confidence, controlled energy, commitment.

Task 3= Create an information leaflet for a new dance student. Answers
the questions to help you
- Who can Dance?
- Why do we Dance?
- What are the benefits of Dance?
- What skills do we use in Dance?
You must include images, written information and colour
Challenge= Can you write a paragraph about what is a dancer?

Use this keywords map to help you

My Dance information leaflet

Task 4= Street Dance crossword
Use the answers in the box below to help you complete the cross word below.
Youth Culture

Isolations

Low centre of gravity

Energy

Off- beat rhythm

Sharp

Low centre of gravity

Unison

Hip – hop

Break dance

Trainers

Attitude

